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1 Introduction 

Syntactic methods in pattern recognition have been around for more than 20 years 
now [22, 23], and numerous applications have been done with these basic techniques. 
Structural pattern recognition is an even vaster field [47] (syntactic methods can actu- 
ally be considered to belong to it), where many methods exist and have been used for 
various practical applications. 

These methods have been extensively used in the application domain of character 
recognition, document analysis and graphics recognition, as appears from our review in 
w 2. It may therefore seem strange to ask today if these methods really work. But it has 
been our experience that when designing larger graphics recognition systems, we come 
to a number of what can be called "border problems", which at first glance appear to be 
suitable precisely for this family of recognition methods, but where expected and more 
or less unexpected hindrances make life difficult for the recognition methodology. We 
present some of these problems in w 3. 

As people use more or less strict definitions of what structural and syntactic pattern 
recognition is, let us first introduce our own understanding of these concepts. Structural  

methods  are based on the relational organization of low-level features into higher-level 
structures. These structures are then matched with model structures. These methods 
are usually associated with graph matching techniques and structural organization of 
simple features into perceptual groups, based on a number of relationships between the 
features. We summarize the main idea by citing Suetens et el. [54]: 

Relational matching overcomes the major inadequacies of pattern recog- 
nition by providing a representation for relational constraints. Objects or 
scenes are represented as relational structures whose nodes are sub- 
parts and whose arcs are relationships between the nodes they con- 
nect. The problem of matching relational structures is representable as 
one of optimizing some objective function. Heuristic search can be used 
to prune the search tree and reduce the computation time, at the possi- 
ble risk of finding a non-optimal solution. 
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Graph matching techniques have been extensively studied. One typical problem is 
that of finding an instance of a known structural model in a larger graph, which usually 
represents the features and their relations, extracted from the input data to be analyzed. 
This problem is called subgraph isomorphism. The basic algorithm for solving it was 
proposed by Ullmann [59]. Many methods have been proposed to speed up the recogni- 
tion process, through various heuristics, and to extend it to error-tolerant methods. For 
a recent good survey of these methods and presentation of some of the best algorithms 
for efficient and error-tolerant subgraph matching, we refer the reader to Bunke and 
Messmer [7]. 

Syntactic pattern recognition comes as a natural complement (one may also say as 
a specialization) of these basic matching methods. In his well-known book [22], K. S. 
Fu introduces the main idea as follows: 

In order to represent the hierarchical (treelike) structural information of 
each pattern, that is, a pattern described in terms of simpler subpat- 
terns and each simpler subpattern again described in terms of even 
simpler subpatterns, etc., the syntactic or structural approach has been 
proposed. This approach draws an analogy between the (hierarchical, 
or treelike) structure of patterns and the syntax of languages. Patterns 
are specified as being built up out of subpatterns in various ways of 
composition, just as phrases and sentences are built up by concate- 
nating words, and words are built up by concatenating characters. [... ] 
The syntactic approach to pattern recognition provides a capability for 
describing a large set of complex patterns by using small sets of simple 
pattern primitives and of grammatical rules. 

K. S. Fu goes on to define a rigorous framework for syntactic pattern recognition, 
and many researchers have worked on formal grammars for patterns, proposing lan- 
guages such as PDL [51] or Plex languages [21], and applying them to many domains. 
We have the tendency to be less strict in our use of the concept of "syntactic" meth- 
ods, and we extend it to pattern recognition methods which use some kind of syntactic 
description of the possible pattern combinations, even if they don't explicitly use a 
grammar and a parser. This trend was already noted by Bunke and Sanfeliu [8]: 

There is no doubt that there will be a continuous convergence between 
the disciplines of pattern recognition, image understanding and wave- 
form analysis on the one hand, and artificial intelligence on the other. 
We feel that syntactic methods can already be considered to be a first 
link between these disciplines. There is considerable evidence support- 
ing this statement. Generally, a syntactic pattern recognition system can 
be considered a particular instance of a knowledge based system with 
a formal grammar as knowledge base and a parser as inference engine. 

In particular, we consider the methods we used in our CELESSTIN III system [61], 
for instance, to be of syntactic nature, although we used a blackboard-based expert 
system instead of a grammar and a parser. 

The fact that we limit ourselves in this paper to structural and syntactic methods 
does of course in no ways mean that we despise or reject the statistical approach 
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to pattern recognition. Actually, the complementarity of these two families has al- 
ready been extensively proved [24], attributed and stochastic grammars have been pro- 
posed [36, 58] and used in various applications [53, 55], probabilistic relaxation is often 
used in connection with structural matching [9], etc. But in this paper, we concentrate 
on the use of structural and syntactic pattern recognition methods when dealing with 
the analysis of graphics and line drawings. 

2 Structural and syntactic methods in document and graphics 
analysis 

Document analysis in general, and line drawings interpretation in particular, is a do- 
main where the structural and syntactic approach is well suited and has been used in 
many applications. Some of these applications are especially well adapted to a model 
description through syntactic means: 

- Two-dimensional mathematical notation is typically organized according to strict 
rules which can be represented syntactically [2]. For example, one of the sys- 
tems [4] localizes a main operator in the formula, and then recursively parses the 
two parts of the formula separated by this operator. Recognition of the individual 
characters is performed through a structural method. 

- Character recognition systems have themselves taken syntactic methods into use. 
For instance, Wolberg [64] describes the morphology of the characters in a struc- 
tural way, and uses PDL to define the constraints and relationships between the 
low-level structural features. Duerr el al. [19] associate statistical and syntactic 
methods for the recognition of handwritten numerals. Similar approaches can be 
used to segment strings of numerals [52]. 

- In the analysis of printed documents, syntactic methods have been tried to recognize 
the logical structure. Viswanathan et al. [43, 63] have developed a system where 
the layout rules for a given scientific journal are described using a YACC grammar. 
Green and Krishnamoorthy use a similar approach to represent the model of tables 
in printed documents [25]. These systems yield interesting results. In each case, 
however, it seems difficult to extend the models to larger categories of documents. 

- The rules for representing printed music can be modelled with some syntactic ap- 
proach. Cotiasnon [13, 12] and Baumann [3] have made some promising experi- 
ments in that area. 

- Some investigations have also been made into the use of syntactic information in 
postal sorting, i.e. the interpretation of postal addresses [33]. 

- A lot of work on the analysis of diagrams uses structural symbol recognition tech- 
niques, often associated with a statistical classification step [26, 35]. More seldom, 
syntactic rules are used in post-processing [20]. 

- In engineering drawings, it has been proved that the dimensioning rules can be 
described by a grammar [17]. Dov Dori's group has implemented such a system 
for analyzing dimension sets [14, 15, 18]. In our group, Suzanne Collin imple- 
mented a system which analyzes ANSI dimensions, by using a PLEx-grammar for- 
malism [10, 11]. 
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- Various other prototypes have tried to represent the "syntax" of engineering draw- 
ings and to use this representation to perform various interpretation tasks. Joseph 
et al. represent the building up of higher-level structures with a YACC grammar in 
their ANON system [32]. It should be noted that this system also includes a higher- 
level frame-based knowledge representation. Bottoni et al. interpret a drawing in 
terms of form-features, using a set of rewriting rules to represent the decomposi- 
tion rules for these form-features [5]. We will come back to our own experiments 
inw 3. 

All these systems proved to be successful on the (often limited) category of docu- 
ments for which they were designed. But we have in each case a specialized system, 
and few generalization rules emerge from this work. 

Only very few systems aimed at being more general. MIRABELLE, developed in 
our laboratory, was designed to deal with free-hand, simple drawings [37, 41, 42]. It 
is a typical example showing the power of syntactic methods (it recognizes free-hand 
drawings of many kinds) and its limitations (it becomes increasingly harder to write 
an appropriate grammar when the drawings become more complicated, as is the case 
with engineering drawings, for instance, and when noise pervades all the data). Another 
recent research work is that of Pasternak in Hamburg [45, 44]. This is probably one of 
the first tries at designing a general mechanism for representing taxonomies of technical 
objects and a generic recognition methodology. The results demonstrated in the PhD 
thesis are quite impressive. However, it is unclear how easy it is to design new and 
larger knowledge bases with representation rules for more complicated structures. 

3 B o r d e r  p r o b l e m s  

We have used structural and syntactic methods in various research prototypes for line 
drawings analysis. This has led us to encountering several problems. Some of these 
were quite expected; for instance, many methods are sensitive to noise and errors in 
the input data. Other problems were progressively discovered when we built up our 
systems. 

Some of these problems with syntactic and structural methods were summarized by 
Sanfeliu [48]: 

The formal grammar pattern representation [... ] has some restrictions 
which have to be taken into account in practical applications: 
1. The descriptive power of the string and tree grammars [... ] is lim- 

ited. This implies that some complex patterns can not be generated 
and, in other cases, it is not trivial to find the grammar... 

2. The design of a pattern analysis system implies the consideration 
of hundreds and thousands of prototype patterns. Since there are 
not yet available inference procedures for generating the optimal 
grammar, sometimes it becomes almost impossible to create such 
a grammar... 

The use of prototype pattern representation has also some issues which 
have to be taken into account for practical applications: 
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1. The design of a pattern analysis system implies the generation of 
all the prototype patterns which must be used to analyze the pattern 
class. If the number of patterns is high or almost not enumerable, 
which is not rare in some practical cases, it is not possible to gener- 
ate all patterns... 

2. Some applications (for example document image analysis) require 
the use of fixed data structures, [... ] but contain substructures which 
can differ slightly on the information, position and orientation... 

We will examine these different problems, in the practical context of line drawings 
analysis. 

3.1 Sensitivity to noise and errors 

Parsers as well as graph matching methods tend to be very sensitive to noise and errors 
in the input data. And as everybody knows, there are always noise and errors in real-life 
problems... 

Many methods have been proposed to deal with this: inexact graph matching us- 
ing some kind of distance [50], probabilistic relaxation [6], simulated annealing [31], 
etc. Messmer and Bunke have recently proposed a general algorithm for error-tolerant 
subgraph isomorphism [38]. We also experimented in our group with the possibility to 
find matches even in presence of missing or extraneous lines [27]. In order to master 
the complexity of the matching algorithm, we use an approach based on labeling and 
propagation of geometric and topological constraints [30]. The addition of labels for 
"missing edge" and "extraneous edge" helped solving the problem. 

Syntactic parsing is also sensitive to noise. However, partial parsings can be inter- 
preted as possible matches with lower confidence level [10]. Another solution in this 
context is to use attributed and stochastic grammars. 

We can therefore say that in principle, error-tolerant methods are available if we 
consider the pattern recognition problem as a standalone module. However, real-life 
applications are more complex than that, and that's where we come to the limits of 
existing methods: 

Interaction with the segmentation process - -  If we go back to the origin of noise 
and errors, we find several causes. First, the usual noise associated with scanning, 
discretization, and image processing is of course present in line drawings analysis 
as it is in all scene analysis problems. But in addition, we often have to deal with in- 
formation which is represented clearly enoughper se, but which consists of several 
information layers which are superimposed in the document image. For instance, 
text strings can touch lines. This is not really signal noise, but as bottom-up meth- 
ods usually perform some string segmentation based on the analysis of connected 
components, followed by vectorization by some thinning and polygonal approxi- 
mation, touching characters tend to be consider as mere noise by the latter. 
In this case, it is not possible to only rely on the robustness to noise of the pattern 
recognition method. We need to actually retrieve the lost information, through some 
kind of interaction between segmentation and recognition. The most recent meth- 
ods proposed to achieve this are more or less based on "multi-scale" vectorization: 
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find the evident lines and the evident characters, then try to extend the strings at 
the neighborhood of lines, performing in this neighborhood some higher-precision 
analysis of the lines. 
The exact specification and performance of structural methods in such a context 
has still to be thoroughly studied. 

Selection of region of interest - -  Graph matching methods are often proposed to solve 
the problem of recognizing symbols in diagrams. These methods have also proved 
to be quite efficient in matching an unknown symbol with the right model. But when 
analyzing a complete diagram, we also need an efficient method to extract potential 
candidate subgraphs to be matched with the models. Without such a method, the 
system would waste its time trying to match what is actually intersections between 
lines, too large areas of the diagram, or even subgraphs containing only parts of a 
symbol. 
Here again, the problem is to let the recognition module interact correctly and ef- 
ficiently with its surrounding modules. For instance, in our group, Anja Habacha 
proposes a method which relies on text annotations, small white loops and a priori 

size information, and which follows the lines from already recognized symbols to 
find the most probable next symbol locations [29, 28]. 

It appears clearly that these limitations can be overcome only if the pattern recogni- 
tion module is defined and inserted in its context, and not as a standalone tool or a "black 
box". For instance, syntactic pattern recognition can obviously be used to recognize var- 
ious kinds of perceptual groups, but this recognition step must be properly inserted in 
the whole process, i.e. we need to interact both with the low-level image segmentation 
and with some higher-level analysis, which may use AI-like interpretation strategies. 

3.2 Genericity 

One of the main drawbacks of the numerous methods proposed in our area is that they 
have most of the time been designed and implemented for specific problems. As soon 
as we shift the problem to a new area, or if we try to widen up the scope in which the 
method can be used, we end up having unexpected problems. This is not a limitation 
per se of syntactic methods, which are intrinsically generic, but it shows that genericity 
in practical problems is hard to attain. 

For example, we designed the CELESSTIN system, which bases its analysis on the 
"syntax" for mechanical engineering drawings of objects such as gearboxes. The results 
were very interesting, but it proved to be unexpectedly difficult to extend our method- 
ology to a larger subset of mechanical engineering drawings [62], or to another domain 
such as architecture [56]. 

Various reasons can be mentioned for these shortcomings: 

- "Bright ideas" don't occur every other week. To our knowledge, there is no well- 
founded and well-specified methodology for writing down the syntax of a given 
technical domain. We therefore have to rely on the good ideas we can have. For 
instance, in CELESSTIN, we had the idea, after discussing with a mechanical engi- 
neer, to describe the syntax of the drawing by looking at what is located along the 
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symmetry axes, which can be detected by looking for dot-dashed lines. But where 
should we start the analysis for drawings of foundry models, for instance? 

- The large variability of objects in a given class makes it often difficult to come 
up with a generic description of this class. For instance, in architecture, it already 
takes a large combination of components and rules to represent the design of a very 
simple, modular construction, that called the primitive hut [40, 46]. How should we 
then expect to find a generic syntax for a large office building? 

- Syntactic representations are intrinsically hierarchical with respect to the PART-OF 
relationship, but are less successful in taking into account the ISA (specialization) 
relationship. This tends to "flatten" down the knowledge available to describe a 
given world. However, there is a real need for a taxonomy of concepts to master 
the entities used during the analysis process. Several research teams have proposed 
this kind of approach in the knowledge representation: frames are used in the ANON 
system [32], Dov Dori combines knowledge and interpretation process in a unified 
object-process model [16], Boris Pasternak proposes a double hierarchy, taking into 
account both the structural/geometric taxonomy and the functional taxonomy [44]. 
But there is still a lot of work to do to really master the relations between hierarchi- 
cal representations and recognition processes. 

The most thorough study, to our knowledge, of a possible generic methodology for 
drawing interpretation is the ADIK kernel proposed by Pasternak [44]. The system also 
includes capabilities for model learning. However, it is still unclear how much effort 
should be made to extend this prototype to a larger domain. The syntactic and structural 
rules used in the system have to deal with very low-level features, and an open question 
is how much a human must adapt the system in an ad hoc way to use it in a real-life 
application. Still, this work is certainly an interesting step in the right direction. 

3.3 Model inference 

Another point, which is closely related to the previous one, is that of model inference. 
As we have seen that it is often very difficult or even impossible to write down "from 
scratch" the syntax of a given world, it naturally comes to mind that it may be possible 
to automatically infer these models by looking at examples. 

In graph matching, some techniques have been proposed for that [39, 49]. Gram- 
matical inference, on the other hand, has been studied theoretically, but only some first 
experiments have been made on document analysis applications. Akindele proposed an 
inference method for the analysis of printed document structures [1]. Satoh et al. have 
a rule-based system for analyzing maps, and they include in their system some learning 
capabilities [49]. 

These are only first tries, and it is certainly a challenge to come up with robust 
learning capabilities. There is actually a lot of theoretical work on learning in knowl- 
edge representation. Our application domain is obviously an interesting challenge for 
this field. 
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3.4 Descriptive power 

As noted by Sanfeliu, the descriptive power of grammars is limited. This is a general 
problem in knowledge representation: as there are several knowledge levels, the context 
in which some of the knowledge is represented must be taken into account, and this is 
not an easy task [57]. 

This limitation of descriptive power is especially obvious when we look at worlds 
such as those of engineering drawings. The draftsman uses lots of conventions, abbre- 
viations, etc. which are understood by all those who handle the document. For instance, 
if several threaded holes are located along a symmetry line, there may be only one 
which is fully represented; the others are abbreviated (by a cross or something like that) 
and the reader understands from the context what is meant to be at this location. This 
kind of abbreviation is difficult to describe non-ambiguously with some syntactical ap- 
proach. There is also a lot of information which is intrinsically of functional nature. We 
made some preliminary experiments with functional analysis in CELESSTIN IV [60], 
hut once again this was based on a couple of "bright ideas" and we lack the general 
formalism to introduce this kind of knowledge in a generic way. 

4 Conclus ion  

We don't pretend in this paper to come up with any radically new solution, or to prove 
either that structural and syntactic methods should be scrapped or that they are the 
panacea. We have rather tried to review their potential uses and their limitations in 
practical applications such as line drawings analysis of various kinds. Some of these 
limitations are intrinsic to the methods, and should urge people not to consider these 
recognition tools as simple "black boxes" which can be simply put into a processing 
chain, but rather as a piece in a complex puzzle, where the interactions with the other 
pieces must be carefully specified and designed. Some other limitations may probably 
be overcome by more fundamental and applied research. We think especially of gener- 
icity and automated model inference. 
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